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BANDRA WEST
Attic
Bir Sagar, 396/20, Flat #1, end of 17th Road
+ 91 22 3216 9292,
Open daily, 11 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.
This fashion and lifestyle store is a lot more organized than your grandmother’s attic, but yields many treasures nonetheless -- from over a
dozen designers across the country. Count on easy-to-wear dresses in delicious fabrics and interesting colors. What really makes this
store fun is the small but whimsical collection of home goods.
Le Sutra Hotel
Le Sutra, 14, Union Park
+91 22 26492995
Face readers, chakra cleansers, yoga lessons: every Indian cliché lives at Le Sutra, a small boutique hotel in hip Bandra. Its three floors
each depict a level of human consciousness as imagined in Hindu lore; the higher you go the more enlightened you get. Room tariffs are
also directly proportional to spiritual accomplishments.
Mela
2 Fiffin Apartments, Ambedkar Road
+91 (0) 22 2649 7562
Open daily, 11 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Everything at Mela, popular with Bombay’s bohemian set, has a past life: a cropped white jacket made from a Rajasthani wedding tent;
vests crafted out of vintage cushion covers; and a pretty party dress built from a maharaja’s turban.
Anokhi

Ground floor, Govind Dham 210, next to ICICI Bank, Waterfield Road
+91 022 26408261
At Anoki, the Indian art of block printing creeps on to many things: boxer shorts, boho dresses and sunglass cases. A center for all things
cotton, it’s best to hit Anokhi for airy shirts and sheer kurtas in the summer. Their modestly priced line of wooden jewelry and paisley
quilts are fun, too.
Dark Waters
H20, Pali Naka, next to Totos Garage Pub
+91 9821445176
Underground lair and designer-stash for less, one of our favorite Mumbai secrets. Get genuine (export surplus) DVFs, Chloe and Karen
Miller dresses and Juicy Couture underthings. The Louis Vuitton bags, however, are just faking it.
Silver Streak
Manuel Gonsalves Road, next to St. Joseph Convent
+91 9322510464
The cheap chic jewelry here can be the silver lining to save a bad day. Look out for giant flower rings, brushed silver leaf earrings and bib
necklaces at this curio house.
Turquoise
Perry Cross Road
Nine-feet giraffes, fuchsia pink flamingos, kooky cats: this home store specializes in bizarre wooden animal figures of all shapes and sizes.
Handmade in Rajasthan, they’d seem right at home in Lady Gaga’s backyard. Turquoise also stocks traditional Indian slippers and cool
hand-painted cabinets.
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COLABA
Bombay Electric
1, BEST Marg, Apollo Bandar
+91 22 2287 6276
Open daily, 11 a.m. to 8:30 p.m
Über-luxe and seriously cool, Bombay Electric sent a current through the city’s retail scene when it opened in 2007 and is still counted
among the hippest boutiques in India. (Owner Priya Kishore is one of Mumbai’s most fashionable.) Here, super fine dresses jostle for
space with pants crafted by the Maharaja of Jodhpur’s tailor; psychedelic leggings sit alongside covetable retro shades. Visit expecting to
fall in love and spend way more than you should.
Busaba
4, Mandlik Road
+91 22 2204 3769
Open daily, 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
In Downtown Mumbai, where restaurants fall in and out of favor overnight, Busaba has held its own. Housed in a pretty bungalow behind
the Taj Mahal Hotel, it dishes out excellent Pan-Asian cuisine, spiced up to suit the Indian palate. On weekends, yuppies sway to the beats
of world-ranked DJs. Suits take advantage of the Corporate Crunch Lunch ($7 unlimited buffet!) during the work week.
Bungalow 8
Grants Building, 17 Arthur Bunder Road, near Radio Club
+91 022 22819880
Spread over three stories of an 1857 heritage building, this fashion and home store could well be mistaken for a museum. Cool carafes,
chandeliers and vases occupy the first floor; antique beds, bath tubs and other flea-market vintage sit on level 2; and an effortless but
pricey in-house collection of clothes by French designer Mathieu Leguillon comes out on top. Jewelry and bags are worth a look.
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JUHU
Boudoir London
New Sujata building, Shop no. 8, ground floor, Juhu Tara Road
+91 022 26607940
This swimwear and lingerie shop strips Mumbai’s fashionistas of more fabric and moolah with each visit. To be fair, Boudoir London is
among the few that don’t sell generic Thailand-bought bathing suits. Unfortunately, you can’t test these wares on Mumbai’s modest
beaches. A good stop en route to Goa’s sexy shores, though.
Amrapali Jewels
Phoolwari Cottage, Juhu Church Road
+91 022 26125001
Amrapali’s bejeweled pieces have been knights in shining armor for Hollywood stars like Angelina Jolie, Jennifer Lopez and Rihanna, as
well as scores of Indian A-listers. Their contemporary and traditional collections take inspiration from Indian tribes and Mughal royalty.
The Juhu location looks like a palace from the outside.

Aurus Restaurant and Lounge Bar
Ground floor, Nichani Kutir, Juhu Tara Road, Juhu, Vile Parle (W)
+91 22 67106666
Open daily, 7:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Reservations recommended.
Plush white decor, gorgeously presented Mediterranean cuisine and breathtaking views of the sea, resto-bar Aurus, essentially a
super-swanky beach shack, makes for one of the prettiest spots in this Maximum City.
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LOWER PAREL
Baaya Design
Store number 24, Laxmi Woolen Mills Compound, Shakti Mill Lane, near Famous Studio
+91 22 6521 0165
Open 10:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Monday closed.
Baaya packs folk art from all over India into its tiny space, so be prepared to hunt for your treasures. Casual browsers may overlook
intricately carved silver door handles that once graced a palace in Rajasthan, or tiny terracotta sheep that can fit in the palm of your hand.
Whimsical stick figures also make for fun souvenirs, and are easy to tuck into a suitcase.
Four Seasons Hotel
114 Dr. E. Moses Road
+91 22 2481-8000
The Four Seasons soars over Midtown Mumbai, offering views of floating mosques and abandoned mills, sea and slums. Located in the
burgeoning corporate district of Lower Parel, it also has many comforts to offer deep-pocketed vacationers too: the city’s highest (and
swankiest) terrace bar, the sole restaurant to serve fatal fugu fish, and a fully-equipped Ayurveda spa.
Punjab Grill by Jiggs Kalra
Level 3, Palladium Mall, High Street Phoenix
+91 22 4347 3980
Open daily, noon to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to midnight.
At Punjab Grill, Jiggs Kalra, one of country’s most celebrated food consultants (he’s cooked for the Indian Prime Minister), elevates
normally greasy North Indian cuisine to a fine-dining experience. The open kitchen, with giant simmering copper cauldrons and
high-hatted chefs, gives you a preview of your seriously excellent meal.
The Collective
Level 2 and 3, Palladium Mall, High Street Phoenix
+91 022 43438888
Men will never hate shopping again. At this house of luxury, they can browse over 60 international labels (Varvatos, Emilio Pucci, Ted
Baker) and creations from top-brass Indian designers (Rohit Bal, Rajesh Pratap Singh). And now, there’s a women’s section too, with DVF,
Cavalli and more.

